
GVDirect™ diligently works to ensure our performance lineup of laminate films, digital technologies, 
equipment, and all things finishing work for our customers to gain consumer attention and market 
share. GVDirect™ diligently endeavors to deliver value in service, product, and equipment that 
surpass market demands, support productivity, and uphold social and environmental integrity.

FASTBIND ELITE XT™

Large Format Binder

220 V / 240 V 
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FASTBIND ELITE XT™

Fastbind Elite XT hot melt glue binding machine offers the greatest flexibility up to the largest formats for 
hard and soft cover books, tear-off pads, and more. The dust-free roughener allows the strongest bond for 
coated and difficult papers. Productive and affordable, it is the most profitable large format EVA desktop 
perfect binder. It is the ideal binder for digital printing professionals.
Fastbind Elite XT can bind books up to 450 x 320 mm (17.7" x 12.5") meaning A4 or letter landscape or SRA3 
portrait. This is ideal for print/copy shops, binderies, school yearbooks and photographers. The end result is a 
strong, square and affordable perfect bound book.

The optional hard cover toolkit consists of a nipping bar and a special 
paper guide. The special shape of the bar gives professional look to 
the finished book.

Easy & Safe Glue Application PGO roughner

* Production time depends on operator
** Depending on specification of material

Note: The information given above is believed to be true and accurate and is not intended to violate any statutory condition or right of a third party. GVDirect™ makes no warranty, 
express or implied, as to the fitness of the products for any specific use or purpose. The above data is purely for reader’s consideration, investigation and verification.

Specifications

Capacity cycles/hour Up to 450

Capacity books/hour* Up to 180 

Min-max binding thickness 0.1–50 mm / 0.004–1.97 inches

Max binding length 455 mm / 17.9 inches

Min-max binding height 140/320 mm / 5.5/12.6 inches

Max cover thickness ** 400 g/m² / 225 index

Voltage 220–240 V / 110–115 V

Frequency 50–60 Hz / 50–60 Hz

Max. current 3 A / 6 A

Machine dimensions (W x D x H) 1050 x 520 x 570 mm / 
41.3 x 20.5 x 22.4 inches

Package dimensions (W x D x H) 1150 x 610 x 690 mm / 
45.3 x 24.0 x 27.2 inches

Net/gross weight 52.2/70 kg / 
115.1/154.3 lbs




